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What they needed
A global Fortune 500 company received an HSR Second Request from the 
Department of Justice (DOJ), with an extremely aggressive timeline to reach 
substantial compliance. After negotiations with the DOJ to reduce the scope 
of the investigation, the organization was faced with 3.3M documents to 
review – a significant subset that included foreign, non-Romance language 
documents that would require expensive and time-consuming translation. 
To further complicate matters, the DOJ and antitrust counsel remained 
engaged in on-going scope negotiations, resulting in additional data being 
added throughout the project.

The company’s antitrust counsel (a global, AmLaw 200 firm) engaged 
Lighthouse to leverage our active learning and privilege detection solutions 
to meet the HSR Second Request deadline.

How we did it
Lighthouse’s big data analytics tool was used to identify responsive and 
privileged content more accurately and at a much faster pace than legacy 
technology assisted review (TAR) technology. Legacy TAR technology  
may have required rebuilding the training model any time the dataset 
changed due to the ongoing negotiations between antitrust counsel and 
the DOJ around review parameters. In contrast, Lighthouse’s model showed 
improved stability even as the dataset continued to fluctuate right up to  
final production.

After outside counsel obtained approval from the DOJ to use Lighthouse active learning, our team of data analysts  
and consultants worked with outside counsel to quickly and simultaneously train the tool to identify both privilege  
and responsiveness. This was a critical factor to meet the impending substantial compliance deadline and a workflow  
unique to Lighthouse.

For responsiveness, the team utilized a control set of randomly selected documents to train the model. After several  
training rounds, the system reached stability and the model scored the remaining dataset for responsiveness.

For privilege, the Lighthouse team trained a privilege classifier based off 20K previously confirmed privilege calls. The 
Lighthouse analytics tool used this classifier to score all documents in the workspace for privilege. Then, Lighthouse and the 
antitrust team used the privilege scores to focus on the 500K documents that hit on standard privilege terms. All documents 
within this set identified as highly likely to be privileged were immediately routed to reviewers for review/privilege logging. 
Documents identified as unlikely to be privileged were sampled by antitrust counsel and, based on the accurate classification 
of the documents reviewed in the sample, removed from privilege review. The Lighthouse team was also able to reduce the 

AI-powered TAR and privilege workflows enabled  
a client to substantially reduce review time and costs  
to comply with a demanding HSR Second Request.
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risk of inadvertent production of privilege information by identifying additional privilege documents that had not hit  
on standard privilege screening terms.

Even as the timeline for substantial compliance approached, negotiations between antitrust counsel and the DOJ 
regarding relevant timeframes and custodians continued, resulting in the near-constant addition and removal of 
documents from the dataset. Lighthouse active learning helped manage the changing dataset – allowing for analysis  
and review to continue.

The results
With an AI-enabled analytic tool, Lighthouse was able to substantially reduce the time and cost to the comply with 
the DOJ’s request, especially when compared to the legacy TAR technology typically used in HSR Second Requests. 
Lighthouse was able to achieve these results due a variety of advanced technological benefits unique to the tool:

• Built to handle big data volumes and velocity, the Lighthouse models were able to handle the near-constant flux 
of documents to the initial dataset without destabilizing. This changing dataset would have stymied antitrust counsel 
from making their Second Request timeline had they used legacy TAR technology, which can require technologists 
to rebuild the control set and restart the review any time the initial dataset changes. With an AI-enhanced tool, 
document analysis and review could begin as soon as it was approved by the DOJ and analysis and review could 
continue even as negotiations around review parameters changed the dataset.

• Using more advanced AI technology led to more accurate identification of responsiveness and privilege content 
when compared to legacy TAR technology, resulting in a substantial reduction of documents requiring costly 
human review. The Lighthouse model performed with much higher accuracy than other industry TAR tools due to 
its cutting-edge Natural Language Processing (NLP) technology. NLP combines human language modeling with 
statistical, machine learning to better comprehend the meaning of language used within a document, including the 
intent and sentiment of the author. As the analytic tool ingested more documents from the control set to analyze 
for responsiveness, it was able to analyze the nuances of the language used within the documents, as well as the 
metadata of the documents themselves, to predict the responsiveness of each document more accurately. The result 
was a much smaller, and more accurate, set of data requiring human review and eventual production to the DOJ.  

In its responsiveness analysis, using Lighthouse active learning rather than legacy TAR tools resulted in 500K+ (or more 
than 40%) fewer documents requiring further review and production to the DOJ. The smaller responsive set meant 
faster production turnaround times and lower overall costs. Additionally, Lighthouse’s high responsiveness identification 
accuracy (noted above) also meant that there was much less of a chance for inadvertent production of non-responsive 
documents, which helped antitrust counsel mitigate legal risks to the client.

Lighthouse’s more accurate responsive detection decreased the amount of privilege and foreign language review 
by nature of having a smaller volume of these documents requiring production. For example, 120K fewer documents 
containing foreign language were included in the final responsive set when compared to legacy TAR tool results. This 
decrease in documents requiring foreign language review and translation saved the client approximately $1M.

The accuracy of Lighthouse’s privilege identification accuracy was verified early in the review by antitrust counsel, who 
confirmed that the classifier was working as intended from a random, statistically significant sample. As a result, antitrust 
counsel slated all 270K+ documents classified as ‘unlikely to be privileged’ for production without further privilege 
review. Lighthouse also identified additional privilege documents that did not hit on the standard privilege term screens, 
which further mitigated client risk in this high-stake and fast-paced investigation. Ultimately, Lighthouse’s more accurate 
privilege and responsiveness detection resulted in the removal of 770K+ documents from privilege review, leading to 
cost savings of over $800K and time savings of more than 18K review hours.

In the end, using Lighthouse’s HSR Second Request solution resulted in increased risk mitigation, faster document review, 
and remarkable savings while enabling the company to reach substantial compliance on time.  



About Lighthouse
For 25 years, Lighthouse has provided innovative software and services to manage the increasingly complex landscape of enterprise 

data for compliance and legal teams. Lighthouse leads by developing proprietary technology that integrates with industry-leading third-
party software, automating workflows, and creating an easy-to-use, end-to-end platform. Lighthouse also delivers unique proprietary 
applications and advisory services that are highly valuable for large, complex matters, and a new SaaS platform designed for in-house 
teams. Whether reacting to incidents like litigation or governmental investigations, or designing programs to proactively minimize the 

potential for future incidents, Lighthouse partners with multinational industry leaders, top global law firms, and the world’s leading 
software provider as a channel partner. 
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